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Abstract Recent inpainting techniques usually require
human interactions which are labor intensive and dependent
on the user experiences. In this paper, we introduce an automatic inpainting technique to remove undesired fence-like
structures from images. Specifically, the proposed technique
works on the RGBD images which have recently become
cheaper and easier to obtain using the Microsoft Kinect. The
basic idea is to segment and remove the undesired fencelike structures by using both depth and color information,
and then adapt an existing inpainting algorithm to fill the
holes resulting from the structure removal. We found that
it is difficult to achieve a satisfactory segmentation of such
structures by only using the depth channel. In this paper, we
use the depth information to help identify a set of foreground
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and background strokes, with which we apply a graph-cut
algorithm on the color channels to obtain a more accurate
segmentation for inpainting. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed technique by experiments on a set of
Kinect images.
Keywords Depth map · Image segmentation · Image
inpainting · Graph cuts · Morphological watershed

1 Introduction
When we take a picture, it may contain certain structures
or objects that are undesirable to us. For example, when we
take a photo of a beautiful outdoor scene or a historic building, there may be some fence or fence-like structures located
between the camera and the scene or the building to be photographed. Such undesirable structures may affect the esthetics feeling of the picture and in the computer vision society, many image editing or inpainting techniques have been
recently developed to remove such undesired structures and
fill the holes left behind in a visually plausible way. However,
many existing inpainting techniques require human interactions to label the structures to be removed. Such labels may
take different forms, including strokes, structural boundaries,
specified colors, etc. This human labeling step is usually
labor intensive (especially in processing a large collection
of images) and may require experience and skills.
In practice, such undesirable structures can usually be separated from the remaining scene by examining their distance
to the camera, i.e., the depth information. Recently, Microsoft
released Kinect [37] that can provide both RGB color information and depth information, with a price comparable to a
widely used RGB camera. While the current Kinect hardware
still has limitations such as lower resolution in RGB channels
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Fig. 1 The diagram of the
proposed inpainting technique.
C1 identifying candidate regions
for the fence-like structures
using the depth information, C2
constructing the foreground and
background strokes and then
performing a
foreground–background
segmentation, and C3
completing inpainting by filling
the holes after removing the
foreground segments

than the classical RGB cameras, dependence on AC power,
and limited measurable depth range, it shows us a prospect
whereby collecting both RGB and depth information in high
resolution would become a default and basic function of
cameras in future. Clearly, this prospect will reshape the current computer vision research by incorporating the additional
depth information. For example, Kinect has recently been
successfully used to address the challenging person-tracking
and activity-recognition problems. In this paper, we investigate automatic inpainting on Kinect images by considering
both RGB color information and depth information.
In this paper, we focus on automatic inpainting to remove
the fence-like structures located between the camera and the
desirable scene/structures. As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed
techniques consist of the following components: (C1) identifying the candidate regions for the undesired fence-like structures by examining the depth information, (C2) automatically constructing a set of foreground and background strokes
and applying graph cut to segment the fence-like structures
from the remaining scene, and (C3) performing a constrained
exemplar-based inpainting to fill the holes after removing the
fence-like structures segmented in (C2).
While it sounds trivial to segment the undesirable structures located between the camera and the remaining scene by
only examining the depth information provided by Kinect,
it is not the case in practice. We found there are at least
three complications that may make this segmentation difficult. First, given the limited resolution of the depth sensors
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used in Kinect, the depth of very small or thin structures in
the image may not be well captured, as shown by an example
in Fig. 2a. Second, the depth sensor is usually very sensitive
to high reflections. For the structures with highly reflective
surfaces, e.g., mirrors or polished surfaces, the depth information provided by Kinect is inaccurate or even lost (setting
as the maximum value) when the camera direction is coincident with the reflected direction of strong sunlight, as shown
by an example in Fig. 2b. Third, the depth sensor in Kinect
has very limited valid range. In practice, we found that the
depth information provided by Kinect is usually accurate
only in the range from 1.2 to 3.5 m, as shown by an example
in Fig. 2c. In this paper, we only use the depth information from Kinect to automatically identify a set of confident
foreground and background strokes, which are then used to
segment the RGB image for more accurate segmentation of
the undesired fence-like structures. Related to our work are
the depth-guided inpainting methods developed in [21,44],
where depth information is obtained from disparity maps.
However, human interactions are needed to define the foreground occluder in these methods, while in this paper we
extract the foreground fence-like structures automatically.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work. Section 3 presents a
triangulation-based method to identify the candidate regions
for the fence-like structures by using the depth information. Section 4 describes the algorithm for automatically
constructing the foreground strokes and background strokes
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Fig. 2 Three complications in
using the depth information
provided by Kinect. The top row
shows an RGBD image, in
which the blue dots denote the
points with valid depth
information. The bottom row
shows that a the depth of a very
thin substructure cannot be
captured, b the depth of a
substructure with high
reflections cannot be captured,
and c the depth of a substructure
that is too close to the camera
(<1.2 m) cannot be captured

and the segmentation of the undesired fence-like structures.
Section 5 introduces the adapted exemplar-based method for
the filling-in step in image inpainting. Section 6 reports our
experimental results on a set of Kinect images and Sect. 7
concludes our work.

2 Related work
Typically, an image inpainting consists of two steps: segmentation of the undesired structure and filling in of the holes
after removing the structures. In the previous work, the former is usually achieved by interactive segmentation and the
latter is usually achieved by an inpainting algorithm. In this
section, we briefly overview the related work on these two
steps.
Interactive segmentation While the general purpose, automatic RGB image segmentation is still an unsolved problem,
interactive segmentation is usually used for the step of segmentation in image inpainting. Many different interactive
methods have been developed for foreground–background
segmentation, where the foreground indicates the undesired
structures to be removed. For example, in [6,19], users draw
strokes for foreground and background to segment the foreground. In [36], users drag a box around the structure to
be segmented. In [20,29], users label scribbles or trimaps for
interactive segmentation. One interesting work for automatic
segmentation is the Flash Cut [39], where flash and no-flash
image pairs are collected for inferring the depth information

and foreground–background segmentation. In this paper, as
mentioned in Sect. 1, we attempt to automatically identify the
strokes and then use graph cut to achieve a fully automatic
step of segmentation for image inpainting.
Inpainting algorithms Image inpainting is a useful tool
for image editing [2,10] and has a similar objective as image
completion [15,40,47] and image restoration [32]. For filling
in the holes after removing the undesired structures, there are
typically three categories of methods [7,25]. The first is based
on statistical models or correspondence maps [1,13,32].
These methods are widely used for texture synthesis. Therefore, if the background around the hole shows highly regular
texture and the hole is expected to be filled with the same texture, these methods can produce satisfactory results. The second is based on diffusion with partial differential equations
(PDEs) [3–5,8,9,42,43]. The diffusion process smoothly
propagates information from the boundary of the hole toward
the center of the hole. As PDE-based methods implicitly
assume that the expected content of the hole is smooth and
nontextured, they often introduce blurring artifacts when they
are used to fill in large and textured regions. The third is based
on the principle of self-similarity. These methods try to fill
in the removed foreground simply by iteratively searching
for and copying similar image patches from the background.
In [11,12], a strategy considering gradient and confidence
was proposed to determine the order of the filling in. In [47],
exemplar-based method was extended for video completion.
In [24,25], a method for image completion, also for image
inpainting, was proposed, where priority scheduling and
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Fig. 3 An illustration of
identifying candidate regions
from depth data. a An original
color image, b the
corresponding depth map, c the
clustering result from SRM,
d the triangulation result on the
red region in c, e the extracted
elongated branches, and f the
identified candidate regions

dynamic pruning strategies were used for an efficient belief
propagation. Many exemplar-based algorithms are also used
for texture synthesis [16,17,26–28,30,46]. However, the
matched patches are often searched in a greedy way, which
can sometimes lead to visual inconsistencies. To alleviate
this problem, some techniques seek human interactions, e.g.,
in [40], where curves were specified to guide the inpainting of
occlusions over certain structures, and in [15], where points
of interest were used. In addition, multi-scale analysis such
as wavelets [8] and framelet [14] were also used for image
inpainting.
Many image inpainting techniques are also studied or
used in other image-editing applications, e.g., the image
analogies [22], image region merging [33], image summarizing [38], and image authentication [45]. In [35],
inpainting was applied to fill in missing parts in the depth
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maps captured by Kinect, where the color information
and depth information were fused in a structure-guided
manner.
Fence removal Image de-fencing has been studied on
RGB images. In [31], a three-step de-fencing approach was
proposed. At first, the skeleton structure of a potential fence
was automatically searched in the form of a deformed lattice.
Then, foreground/background layers were separated by using
appearance regularity. At last, the occluded foreground was
filled with inpainting algorithms. This work was improved
in [34], where in the filling-in step information from multiple views were used and the candidate patches could be
found by simulating bilateral symmetry patterns from the
source image. The above methods only use the color information and mainly handle lattice-like fences with repeating
patterns. In [48,49], occluders such as fences are removed
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as foreground objects from multi-focus images. However,
these methods require the collection of multiple images with
flashlight on and off, and with different focal lengths, while
keeping the camera static.
In this paper, we handle the fence-like structures which
may not bear highly regular and repeated patterns as in [31,
34], e.g., the fences shown in Fig. 14 (row 1, column 1-4).
Furthermore, we use depth information to help obtain more
accurate foreground/background segmentation. Finally, we
adapt an exemplar-based method [12] for the filling-in step.
By searching for similar patches, this method operates on the
patch level other than on the pixel level and therefore shows
fewer blurring artifacts. In this paper, we further adapt this
method by introducing a constrained filling-in strategy to
reduce wrong exemplars.

3 Identifying candidate regions
In this section, we examine the depth channel of a Kinect
image to identify candidate regions that are likely to be fencelike structures. These candidate regions may contain many
errors (both false positives and false negatives) because of
the complications as discussed in Sect. 1. Note the fence-like
structures to be removed may not be the closest structure to
the camera. In addition, we do not assume that all the points
on the fence-like structures in an image have the same depth.
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In the following, we introduce an image triangulation-based
algorithm to identify the candidate regions.
First, we normalize the Kinect depth map in terms of the
maximal valid depth value, without considering those pixels
with a measured depth that is out of the range of Kinect, as
shown in Fig. 3b. Second, since the depth along a fence-like
structure changes continuously from one side to another, we
cluster the pixels into different regions in terms of their (normalized) depth, using statistical region merging (SRM) [33],
as shown in Fig. 3c.
Since a fence-like structure is commonly composed of a
number of elongated parts, we take the regions which have an
elongated shape as candidate regions. Specifically, for each
region after the clustering, we extract its boundary and triangulate the boundary using the algorithm proposed in [18]. By
connecting the centers of the neighboring triangles, we can
get a shape tree that describes the skeleton of this region. As
in [41], we then check the elongation E of each tree branch
t using
E(t) = L(t) · N (t)/S(t),

(1)

where L(t), N (t) and S(t) denote the length of, the number
of triangles in, and the total area of the triangles in t, respectively. If E(t) is larger than a given threshold Te , we take
its corresponding region as a candidate region, as shown in
Fig. 3f.

Fig. 4 An example of
foreground stroke construction
by edge thinning and pruning.
a A cropped depth map
(corresponding to the image in
Fig. 17, row 1, column 5),
b edge thinning result overlaid
on the (cropped) RGB image,
c result after the branch pruning,
d result after the end pruning
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Fig. 5 An illustration of the pruning algorithm. a An example of the thinning result, b result after performing the branch pruning on a, and c result
after further performing the end pruning on b

4 Automatic construction of strokes for segmentation
From Fig. 3f, we can see that the candidate regions contain
many errors when compared with the ground-truth fencelike structures. In this section, we develop a new approach
to automatically construct a set of foreground strokes (on the
fence-like structures) and background strokes (on the remaining scene), with both as constraints, and we then apply the
widely used graph-cut algorithm [6] to segment the entire
fence-like structures from the scene.
4.1 Foreground strokes
As in the human-interaction segmentation, the selected foreground strokes should satisfy two conditions: be fully located
inside the foreground and well distributed within the foreground. The proposed foreground stroke construction consists of two steps: edge thinning and edge pruning.
Edge thinning While not all the pixels in the candidate
regions identified in Sect. 3 lie in the foreground, as shown
in Fig. 3f, it is usually safe to say that the medial axes of these
elongated candidate regions are surely part of the real foreground. Therefore, we first apply an edge-thinning operation
to get the medial axes (skeleton) of the candidate regions. In
particular, we use the thinning algorithm proposed in [23].
An example is shown in Fig. 4b, from which we can see that
there are still short branches along these medial axes that are
not fully located inside the foreground and in the following
we design an edge pruning step to remove such branches.
Edge pruning From Fig. 4b we can see that there are two
kinds of false edges that we need to remove before constructing the foreground strokes. One is the false short edge fragment incident from a “Y” junction, such as edge fragments C1
and C2 in Fig. 4b. The other is the false short edge fragment
at the end of the true medial axis of the fence-like structure,
such as edge fragments C3 and C4 in Fig. 4b. In this paper, we
sequentially perform a “branch pruning” and an “end pruning” operation on the thinning results to remove these two
kinds of undesired edge fragments, respectively.
In the “branch pruning” operation, we examine every edge
fragment by disconnecting the thinning result at junctions and
endpoints, as shown in Fig. 5. The general idea is to prune
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Fig. 6 An illustration of the end pruning

short branches incident from a “Y” junction, e.g., fragment
O A in Fig. 5a, and keep long branches, e.g., fragment E F
in Fig. 5a. However, for certain short fragments, e.g., C D
in Fig. 5a, we may want to keep them because they are well
aligned with the other fragment, e.g., O B in Fig. 5a to form
a longer fragment by filling a short gap BC. Such short gaps
may be caused by the depth information complications discussed above and needs to be filled.
To achieve this goal, we first construct a forest (a set of
disjoint graphs) from the thinning result by treating each pixel
on the thinning result as a node and connecting each pair of
nodes by a graph edge if the Euclidean distance between the
corresponding pixels is less than a pre-given threshold L e .
We further define the edge weight using the corresponding
Euclidean distance. We then compute a minimum spanning
tree (MST) for each graph in this forest.
On these MSTs, we conduct branch pruning by recursively
identifying the longest path (the path with the largest total
edge weights between leaves within the same MST) as the
candidate foreground medial axis, as summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that in this algorithm, we use the edge-length
threshold L e to connect the short gaps, e.g., BC in Fig. 5a and
a path-length threshold L p to remove false short branches.
For example, if we set L e = |BC| + , L p = |OA| +  with 
being a very small positive number, in Fig. 5a, we can get the
paths HGEBCD and EF by using Algorithm 1. As a result, the
branch pruning would produce a result as shown in Fig. 5b.
In the “end pruning” operation, we attempt to remove the
edge fragments at the end of the edges in the thinning result
that may be deviated from foreground into the background,
as shown by the edge fragments C3 and C4 in Fig. 4b. Such
deviated fragments usually show poor continuity (i.e., higher
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Algorithm 1 Branch-pruning algorithm

Algorithm 2 End-pruning algorithm

1: procedure branchPruning
2:
input: T : an MST
3:
L p : path-length threshold
4:
output: R: result edges
5:
// get all leaf nodes from V
6:
Vlea f ← Get Lea f nodes(V );
7:
// search a longest path Pmax between tree leaves
8:
Wmax ← 0;
9:
for each vi ∈ Vlea f do
10:
P ← Longest Path Fr om(vi );
11:
W ← Path Length O f (P);
12:
if W > Wmax then Wmax ← W, Pmax ← P;
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
if Wmax < L p then go to Line 20;
16:
end if
17:
R ← Add Pmax to R;
18:
// recursive pruning
19:
T ← (T − Pmax ), go to Line 6;
20: end procedure

1: procedure endPruning
2:
input: C: thinning edges, L d : deviation threshold
3:
L τ : end-length threshold
4:
output: R: result edges
5:
// Push all the endpoints of C into E
6:
E ← Get End Points(C);
7:
// Remove all the junction points of C
8:
C  ← Remove J unctions(C);

9:
for each edge fragment C j in C  , C j E=∅ do

10:
// Push points
 on Ci into a point array P successively,
11:
P0 ← C j E,
12:
P ← Get Points Fr om(C j , P0 );
13:
// Get the first high-curvature point K
14:
I s H ighCvt = f alse;
15:
for i = 1 to n do
16:
(di , K i ) ← Get Deviation O f (P0 Pi );
17:
if di > L d then I s H ighCvt=tr ue, K =K i , break;
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
if (I s H ighCvt==tr ue && Length(P0 K )<L τ ) then
21:
C j ← C j − P0 K ;
22:
end if
23:
end for
24:
R ← C  + J unction Points O f (C);
25: end procedure

curvature) compared to their connected true edge fragments,
as illustrated by the edge G H in Fig. 5a.
Let P = {Pi |i = 0, ..., n} be a connected edge fragment
after the branch pruning. As shown in Fig. 6, we define di to
be the deviation of the edge P0 Pi by
di = max |Pk , P0 → Pi |,

(2)

0≤k≤i

where |Pk , P0 → Pi | indicates the Euclidian distance
between the point Pk to the line that passes through P0 and
Pi . As summarized in Algorithm 2, we pick the point Pk with
large deviation dk and then remove the edge fragment P0 Pk .
Such end-pruning operations are conducted at each possible
end of the edges in the branch-pruning result. We simply
take the thinning results after both branch pruning and end
pruning as the foreground strokes.

in the background. Because of the depth information complications, the construct foreground strokes may not cover
the entire fence-like structure. As shown in Fig. 12d, part
of the fence-like structure may be missing in the middle or
at the end of the foreground strokes. We need to avoid constructing background strokes at such location. The proposed
background-stroke construction consists of three steps: line
fitting, watersheding, and subtraction.
Line fitting Most fence-like structures are composed of
straight (or very smooth) elongated components. We design
a line-fitting algorithm on the foreground strokes to infer the
possibly missing components of the fence-like structures.
Our line-fitting algorithm consists of the following steps.

4.2 Background strokes
Similarly, there are also two requirements for the background
strokes: fully located in the background and well distributed

i) Decompose the foreground strokes into a set of edge fragments by separating at “Y” junctions” and high-curve
points, as illustrated in Fig. 7b.

A B
D C

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 An illustration of line fitting. a The constructed foreground
strokes, b edge fragments by separating at “Y” junctions (e.g., A, B,
and C) and high-curvature points (e.g., D), c line-fitting results on indi-

(c)

(d)

vidual edge fragments and their grouping results (one color indicates
one group), and d line-fitting results for each group
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Fig. 8 An illustration of
watersheding and subtraction.
a Line fitting to the foreground
strokes (Fig. 7a), where the
rectangle indicates the image
boundary, b result from line
extension, c line segments after
junction-point removal, d result
from watersheding, e the
extracted watershed, f the
background strokes (in red)
constructed by subtraction,
together with the foreground
strokes (in blue)

Fig. 9 Illustration of the new inpainting algorithm. a A mask (in write), b the geodesic maps, c the boundary of the mask, where the yellow square
denotes the local window centered at point p

ii) Perform line fitting to each edge fragment and then group
all the edge fragments in terms of the coincidence of their
fitted lines, as illustrated in Fig. 7c.
iii) Fit all the edge fragments in each group by a single line,
as illustrated in Fig. 7d.
Watersheding The pixels with equal distance to two neighboring foreground strokes (i.e., no other foreground strokes
in between) have a large probability to fall in the background.
In this paper, we identify such pixels by using a watersheding algorithm. First, we extend the above fitted lines to the
image boundaries, as illustrated in Fig. 8b. Second, we get rid
of all the junction points in the line-extension result and construct a set of line segments, as illustrated in Fig. 8c. Third,
we conduct a morphological dilation to these line segments
until the dilations from different line segments meet each
other and cover the entire image, as shown in Fig. 8d, where
the dilations from different line segments are shown in different colors. The pixels where the dilations from different
line segments meet each other are identified as watersheds,
as shown in Fig. 8e.
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Subtraction The above watersheds are constructed from
the one-pixel-wide foreground strokes. Therefore, the watershed pixels that are very near to the junctions of the foreground strokes may actually be located in the foreground.
We employ a subtraction step to further remove such watershed pixels for constructing the final background strokes.
Specifically, let Id be the binary map that represents the
candidate regions identified in the depth map: 1 and 0 indicate the pixels in or out of the candidate regions, respectively.
Let Iw be the binary map that represents the watershed: 1 and
0 indicates the watershed pixels and non-watershed pixels,
respectively. We construct a binary map Ibsk as the background strokes (1 indicates the background strokes) by
Ibsk = Iw − mmDilate(Id , s),

(3)

where mmDilate(Id , s) indicates a morphological dilation of
Id by a size s. An example of this subtraction step is shown in
Fig. 8f. In our experiments, we consistently set s = 3 pixels.
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Fig. 10 Inpainting with (top row) and without (bottom) the geodesic-map and local-window constraints. Each square refers to the location of the
filled patch in the corresponding iteration
Fig. 11 An example of the
proposed inpainting. a An RGB
image overlaid with foreground
strokes (in blue) and background
strokes (in red), b the graph-cut
segmentation result (in blue),
c the dilation result on b, and
d the geodesic map generated
from c, e the non-constrained
inpainting result, f the
constrained inpainting result
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Fig. 12 A sample result for constructing the foreground and background strokes. a A sample RGB image from Kinect, overlaid with
depth data (dots in blue), b the thinning result of the candidate regions,
c the branch-pruning result on b, d the end-pruning result on c, e the

line-fitting and line-extension result on d, f the watersheding result on
e, g the watershed extracted on f, h the subtraction result on g, i the
constructed foreground (in blue) and background (in red) strokes

4.3 Graph-cut based segmentation

centered at these points) in the mask for filling in. After
the filling in at a local point, the mask is updated and we
repeat this process until the entire hole is filled. Generally,
the order of the points selected for filling in is important for
an exemplar-based inpainting algorithm. Given a patch centered at the point p ( p is on the boundary of the updated
mask), the algorithm proposed in [12] computes the priority
P of p by

Once we construct the foreground and background strokes,
we use the graph-cut method proposed in [6] to segment the
fence-like structures. An example is shown in Fig. 11a, b.

5 Constrained filling-in for inpainting
In this section, we adapt the exemplar-based inpainting algorithm [12] to fill in the holes after removing the fence-like
structures. We take the hole (after foreground removal) as
the initial mask and select local points (and the small patches

123

P( p) = C( p) · D( p),

(4)

where C( p) is the confidence term, defined to be the portion
of background pixels in the p-centered patch, and D( p) is the
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Fig. 13 Inpainting results by removing different foregrounds. Row 1 input RGB images. Row 2 candidate regions. Row 3 inpainting results by
directly using the candidate regions as the foreground. Row 4 inpainting results by using the proposed segmentation algorithm to extract the
foreground

data term, defined to be the projection of 90◦ -rotated gradient
at p to the normal direction of the mask boundary. Iteratively
searching a pixel with maximum P on the boundary of the
updated mask and filling with the matched patch, the algorithm in [12] can well handle the structures with continuous
high gradient.
However, the drawback of this algorithm is that, once a
wrong exemplar is taken, more wrong exemplars may be

searched and used to fill in the nearby unfilled area. An
example is shown in row 2 of Fig. 10. Specifically, since the
removed fence-like structures often consist of a number of
elongated, sparsely distributed parts, as shown in Fig. 11a, the
original exemplar-based algorithm [12] may easily get wrong
exemplars when searching a matched patch in the whole
image. To address this problem, we adapt the exemplar-based
inpainting algorithm by using a constrained filling-in strat-
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Fig. 14 Inpainting results on four sample images. Row 1 input RGB
images. Row 2 candidate regions gained from depth maps. Row 3 the
constructed foreground strokes (in blue) and background strokes (in

red). Row 4 the segmented fence masks. Row 5 inpainting results from
the constrained inpainting algorithm. Row 6 inpainting results from the
non-constrained inpainting algorithm

egy. More specifically, we incorporate the following two constraints.
Geodesic-map constraint We partition the mask into a set
of geodesic levels by using a recursive erosion algorithm. In

each round of erosion, the removed pixels are assigned with a
geodesic value higher than that in the previous round. Therefore, pixels near the mask boundary have lower geodesic
values, and pixels near the mask center have higher geodesic
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values. An example is shown in Fig. 9b, where brighter pixels
have higher geodesic values.
Given B to be the boundary of the current mask and G min
to be the minimum geodesic value on B, we select the point
p0 (i.e., patch center) to be processed by
{ p0 } = arg max{P( pi )| pi ∈ B, G( pi ) = G min }

(5)

{ pi }

where P(·) calculates the priority by using Eq. (4) and G( p)
denotes the geodesic value at pixel p. With the geodesic-map
constraint G( pi ) = G min , the modified algorithm will perform the filling in from the boundary toward the center of the
mask.
Local-window constraint Instead of searching the matched
patch in the whole image, we choose to search in a local window. The local window is a square, centered at the point to

be processed, with a side length of L c . An example of the
local window is shown in Fig. 9c. Since the fence-like structures have a number of elongated parts, the matched patch
is likely to locate close to the fence. Thus, the local-window
constraint not only improves the searching speed, but also
reduces the likelihood of taking wrong exemplars.
In our algorithm implementation, we create the initial
mask by dilating the segmented foreground by a size of
2 pixels to make sure the fence-like structures are fully
covered. Figure 10 shows a comparison study with intermediate results, where the source image is cropped from
the image in Fig. 14, column 3. In Fig. 10, results in
the top row are produced under constraints of the geodesic map and the local window (with a side length of 100
pixels). In the bottom row, wrong exemplars are searched
at the high-gradient area without incorporating geodesic-

Fig. 15 Inpainting results at different sz and L c . Row 1 results at different sz when setting L c = 100. Row 2 results at different L c when setting
sz = 4. This test image is taken from Fig. 14, row 1, column 2
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Fig. 16 Running time at different L c and sz for four images in Fig. 14. a Running time at different sz when setting L c = 100, b running time at
different L c when setting sz = 4
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Fig. 17 Inpainting results on eight more sample images. Rows 1 and 4 the original RGB images and the constructed strokes. Rows 2 and 5 the
masks produced with graph cut. Rows 3 and 6 the inpainting results using the proposed algorithm

map and local-window constraints. Clearly, the constrained
inpainting performs the filling ins from the boundary to the
center of the fence, and produces more visually plausible
results. Figure 11 shows the sample inpainting results using
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the non-constrained (Fig. 11e) and the above constrained
exemplar-based algorithms (Fig. 11f), respectively. Two sets
of wrong exemplars are indicated in Fig. 11e using red
circles.
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Fig. 18 Two examples for failed cases. a A Kinect image where no
valid depth response is produced in the region corresponding to the
polished metal surface. b A Kinect image with the derived foreground

strokes (blue) and background strokes (red). c The segmented foreground from b. d The inpainting result for the image in b

6 Experiments and results

cover the whole fence and parts of the fence are missed. In
this way, the inpainting process could not handle the uncovered region of the fence—once a wrong exemplar occurs, the
exemplar-based inpainting algorithm would propagate more
wrong exemplars to the neighboring regions and thus lead to
poor result.
Figure 14 shows the stroke construction results and the
inpainting results on four Kinect images in our dataset. In
Fig. 14, from row 2, we can see that the candidate regions
obtained from the depth maps cannot cover the whole fence
in the RGB images. Based on the candidate regions in row 2,
the proposed approach can construct reasonable foreground
and background strokes, as shown in row 3. Based on these
strokes, the segmented foregrounds well cover the whole
fence-like structures, as shown in row 4. Comparing row 5
and row 6 in Fig. 14, we can see that the adapted constrained
exemplar-based algorithm can produce more visually plausible results, while the original exemplar-based algorithm produces many wrong exemplars when using the same masks.
We also conduct a series of experiments to determine the
proper parameters for the constrained inpainting algorithm,
namely the radius of the patch sz 3 , and the side length of the
local window L c . We find that sz = 4 and L c = 100 can
handle all the images in the dataset. An example is shown in
Fig. 15 by applying different sz and L c on a Kinect image.
We can see from Fig. 15 that, when with a fixed L c = 100, a
small sz = 3 may produce some wrong exemplars and a big
sz = 6 may result in sharp mosaic edges between exemplars.
When setting sz = 4, we can see that a small local window
with L c = 50 may incur some visual inconsistencies. If we
set the local window to be the whole image (L c = FULL),
the proposed constrained inpainting algorithm still produces
better results than the original inpainting algorithm [12], as
shown in Fig. 15. It indicates that the constraint from the
geodesic map is effective in reducing wrong exemplars.
In addition, we analyze the impact of sz and L c on the
efficiency of the constrained inpainting algorithm. We can

To validate the proposed approach, we collected a set of 120
Kinect images1 with fence-like structures. In these images,
the fence structures typically have a distance of around 1.0
m to 2.5 m to the camera. Note that the fence may not be parallel to the Kinect image plane and, therefore, the distance
between the fence and image plane may not be a constant
value in a same Kinect image, as shown in Fig. 12a. Furthermore, the current Kinect sensors are sensitive to sunlight—
using Kinect directly in strong sunlight may incur some
invalid depth responses. Thus, in our data collection, we
avoided the use of Kinect directly in strong sunlight. The
software for data collection is developed based on the Kinect
for Windows SDK2 . In our dataset, the size of the color image
is 640 × 480, and the original size of the corresponding
depth map is 320 × 240. The alignment of the depth map
with the color image is achieved using functions in the SDK
which convert depth coordinates to the color space coordinates. After alignment, the depth image has the same size of
color image, i.e., 640 × 480. In our experiments, we consistently set Te = 5 for identifying the elongated branches in
the shape tree, L e = 10 pixels, and L p = 50 pixels for the
branch-pruning algorithm, L d = L τ = 10 pixels for the endpruning algorithm. We implemented the proposed algorithm
in C++, and ran it on a 64-bit Windows 7 computer, with one
core of a 3.3 GHz CPU and 8 G RAM.
Figure 12 demonstrates the construction of the foreground
and background strokes by showing the step-by-step results
on a sample Kinect image. Figure 13 shows the necessity
of the proposed stroke construction and segmentation step.
We can see that by directly removing the candidate regions
derived from the depth map and filling in the holes left behind,
the inpainting results are poor. The major reason is that the
foreground directly using the candidate regions does not
1

https://sites.google.com/site/qinzoucn/documents

2

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/kinectforwindowsdev/downloads.
aspx

3

The size of the patch is (2·sz+1)×(2·sz+1)
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see from Fig. 16 that the running time is longer for a smaller
patch radius sz and a bigger local window L c . Among the four
images in Fig. 14, image 1 and image 2 take the longest and
shortest running time, respectively. This is mainly because
the size of the foreground to be inpainted is different. In image
1, the segmented foreground accounts for 29 % of the image,
while in image 2, the segmented foreground is only accounts
for 14 % of the image. We consistently set sz = 4 and L c =
100 to produce results in Figs. 14 and 17, and the average running time for one image was about 20 s. Note that the filling-in
step dominates the running time in the proposed approach.
Figure 17 shows the stroke construction and the inpainting results on eight more images in our dataset. We can see
that the proposed approach can automatically construct reasonable foreground and background strokes to segment the
undesired fence-like structures and the adapted constrained
inpainting algorithm can fill in the holes in a visually plausible way.
There are several situations which would challenge the
proposed approach. Figure 18 shows several examples of
failures when performing the proposed approach for fence
inpainting. In Fig. 18a, the polished metal surface of the
fence structure caused mirror reflection and did not produce
any valid depth response. In Fig. 18b–d, the person (riding a
bicycle) who is partially occluded by the fence cannot be fully
recovered using the exemplar-based inpainting algorithm. In
the future, we plan to take a sequence of Kinect images that
can provide redundant RGBD information to address this
issue.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we developed a new approach for automatic inpainting by removing fence-like structures in RGBD
images provided by Kinect. In this approach, we first identified candidate regions of the fence-like structures using the
depth information. Based on these candidate regions, we
developed an algorithm to automatically construct a set of
foreground and background strokes, which are then fed to the
graph-cut algorithm to achieve a more accurate foreground–
background segmentation on the RGB image. Finally, we
adapted a widely used exemplar-based inpainting algorithm
to recursively fill in the hole after removing the foreground
fence-like structures. We tested the proposed approach
on a set of Kinect images and achieved very promising
results.
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